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rapidly alienating the Iraqis—to the visible
presence of the United Nations, headed by a
high commissioner to whom effective authority should then be transferred. A genuinely empowered U.N. high commissioner
could, in turn, progressively yield genuine
sovereignty to the Iraqis with much greater
prospects of gaining Iraqi public support for
the interim government.
The authority of any such high commissioner should extend to the security sphere.
The American military commanders in Iraq
should retain full discretion to respond to attacks upon U.S. forces in the manner they
deem necessary, but any offensive operations
they—or other coalition forces—conduct
should require explicit authorization from
the high commissioner, perhaps in consultation with the Iraqi leaders. That change in
command and control would automatically
transform the character of the U.S. presence
in Iraq from a military occupation to internationally supervised peacekeeping. The
U.N. resolution the Bush administration proposed Monday makes token gestures to that
end, but it does not fundamentally alter the
continued and overt supremacy of the United
States in Iraq.
Second, the longer the U.S. military presence lasts, the more likely it is that Iraqi resistance will intensify. It is, therefore, in
America’s interest to credibly convey U.S.
determination to let Iraqis manage (however
imperfectly) their own security. Setting a
reasonable deadline for the departure of U.S.
troops—far enough in the future not to look
like a pell-mell withdrawal but soon enough
to concentrate Iraqi minds on the need for
self-sufficiency—could take practical advantage of the fact that the countrywide situation on the ground is currently not quite as
bad militarily as necessarily selective TV
images suggest.
April 2005—two years after the occupation
began—might be the appropriate target for
terminating the U.S. military presence. A
publicly known date for the departure of
U.S. troops would refute suspicions that the
United States harbors imperialist designs on
Iraq and its oil, thereby diluting anti-American resentments both in Iraq and the region
at large. Only a firm deadline for military
withdrawal will convince the Iraqis that we
truly intend to leave. Conversely, failure to
set a date will encourage Iraqi politicians to
compete in calling for early U.S. departure.
Admittedly, there is a risk that a U.S.
withdrawal will be followed by intensified instability, but such instability would harm
U.S. global interests less than continued
(and perhaps rising) resistance to a seemingly indefinite U.S. occupation—which, in
any case, has not suppressed low-level but
widespread crime, violence, and terrorism.
That resistance could take the form of intensified urban warfare, such as that waged five
decades ago by the Algerians against the
French. The United States could doubtless
crush such an insurgency with an intensified
military effort, but the political costs of
such escalation—massive civilian casualties,
pervasive destruction, and the inevitable exacerbation of national, cultural, and religious indignities—would be colossal.
The United States should consult with the
principal members of its military coalition
about an appropriate deadline. A set date of
April 2005 could force other states, notably
our European allies, to focus on the need for
a wider and more ambitious effort to help
the Iraqis stabilize and reconstruct their
country. The militarily significant members
of the coalition (those with 1,000 or more
troops in Iraq) are Great Britain, Italy, Poland, Ukraine, and the Netherlands. Their
views should be solicited, if for no other reason than because the publics in these countries are increasingly hostile to continued
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participation in Iraq’s occupation, while
some of the officers commanding their contingents in Iraq have been quite critical of
heavy-handed U.S. military tactics.
Third, the internationalization of the supreme political authority in Iraq and the setting of a date for U.S. withdrawal will require a redefinition of the oft-proclaimed
(but largely illusory) goal of transforming
Iraq into a democracy. Democracy cannot be
implanted by foreign bayonets. It must be
nurtured patiently, with respect for the political dignity of those involved. An assertive and occasionally trigger-happy occupation is no school of democracy. Humiliation
and compulsion breed hatred, as the Israelis
are learning in the course of their prolonged
domination over the Palestinians.
Post-occupation Iraq will not be a democracy. The most that can be practically
sought is a federal structure, based on traditional, often tribal, sources of authority
within the three major communities that
form the Iraqi state: the Shia, the Sunnis,
and the Kurds. It would be unwise, however,
to demarcate these communities into three
territorially defined regions, for that would
almost certainly produce intense border conflicts among them. Until the dust settles
from Saddam Hussein’s dictatorship and the
U.S. military intervention, it would be wiser
to rely on the traditional arrangements
within the more numerous existing provinces—a strategy that could promote political compromise across sectarian lines. The
result would likely be a somewhat Islamic
Iraqi national government that roughly reflected the country’s demographic, religious,
and ethnic realities.
Fourth, but far from least, the United
States must recognize that success in Iraq
depends on significant parallel progress toward peace between the Israelis and Palestinians. The Israeli-Palestinian conflict is
the single most combustible and galvanizing
issue in the Arab world. If the United States
disengages from Iraq before making significant headway toward settling that dispute,
it could face a sovereign Iraqi government
that is militantly hostile to both Israel and
the United States.
Therefore, the United States—if it is to
gain any international (and especially European) support for remedying its Middle Eastern dilemmas—will have to clarify its stand
on the eventual shape of an Israeli-Palestinian peace settlement. It should by now be
clear that the conflict will never be ended by
the two parties on their own. U.S. unwillingness to define, even in broad terms, the fundamentals of a peaceful outcome abandons
those Israelis and Palestinians who genuinely desire peace to the mercies of their extremist leaders. Furthermore, endorsing
Ariel Sharon’s goals but ignoring the Palestinian side of any compromise is delaying,
rather than accelerating, the peace process—
while compounding the suffering on both
sides.
To mobilize those Israelis and Palestinians
who seek peace, and to convince the Middle
East that U.S. occupation of Iraq is not simply a conspiratorial extension of Israeli
domination of the West Bank, the United
States should more explicitly state its position regarding the six key issues that a final
Israeli-Palestinian peace will have to resolve: not only (as Israel demands) that
there can be no right of return for Palestinian refugees, and that the 1967 lines cannot automatically become the final frontier,
but also that there will have to be equitable
territorial compensation for any Israeli expansion into the West Bank; that settlements not proximate to the 1967 line will
have to be vacated; that Jerusalem as a
united city will have to be shared as two capitals; and that Palestine will be a demili-
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tarized state, perhaps with some NATO military presence to enhance the durability of
the peace settlement.
A fundamental course correction is urgently needed if the Middle East is to be
transformed for the better. Slogans about
‘‘staying the course’’ are a prescription for
inflaming the region while polarizing the
United States and undermining U.S. global
leadership. A bold change of course—given
the gravity of the situation confronting the
Iraqis, Israelis, and Arabs more generally, as
well as concerned Europeans—could still
snatch success from the tightening jaws of
failure. But there is little time left.
f

The SPEAKER pro tempore. Under a
previous order of the House, the gentleman from Florida (Mr. BILIRAKIS) is
recognized for 5 minutes.
(Mr.
BILIRAKIS
addressed
the
House. His remarks will appear hereafter in the Extensions of Remarks.)
f

The SPEAKER pro tempore. Under a
previous order of the House, the gentleman from Ohio (Mr. BROWN) is recognized for 5 minutes.
(Mr. BROWN of Ohio addressed the
House. His remarks will appear hereafter in the Extensions of Remarks.)
f

IN HONOR OF THE INAUGURAL
CARIBBEAN AMERICAN HERITAGE MONTH
Ms. LEE. Mr. Speaker, I ask unanimous consent to address the House for
5 minutes.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Without
objection, the gentlewoman from California is recognized for 5 minutes.
There was no objection.
Ms. LEE. Mr. Speaker, I rise today to
pay tribute to the Caribbean American
community in honor of the first-ever
National Caribbean American Heritage
Month.
On June 27, 2005, the House unanimously adopted H. Con. Res. 71, my
resolution to declare June National
Caribbean American Heritage Month.
On February 14, 2006, the Senate followed suit, thanks to the work of Senator SCHUMER of New York and Arielle
Goren on his staff.
And let me begin by recognizing the
many people who helped realize this 2year bipartisan, bicameral effort, because this was quite a feat. First, I
want to recognize our colleague, a
great leader on so many issues and especially on health care, Congresswoman DONNA CHRISTENSEN from the
Caribbean, who has been tremendous in
terms of bringing us together to address the issues of health disparities
throughout our country and throughout the world.
Also, I would like to thank the Institute of Caribbean Studies, especially
Dr. Claire Nelson and her team, for
joining us in this effort from the very
beginning.
Also, we must recognize our friends
from the Caribbean diplomatic corps,
who worked so hard to spread the word
about this effort both at home in the
Caribbean and in their embassies and
consulates across the country.
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There are so many Members of Congress who supported this effort. In addition to early support from my colleagues in the Congressional Black
Caucus and friends of the Caribbean
Task Force, the former chair of the
Western Hemisphere Subcommittee,
Representative Cass Ballenger, was the
first Republican to endorse this bill,
and his successor, Chairman DAN BURTON, was one of the first to help urge
the President to issue an official proclamation.
This was truly a bipartisan effort,
with, of course, our chairman Mr. HYDE
of the International Relations Committee and our ranking member Mr.
LANTOS, who lent their very strong
support.
And, of course, we never would have
done any of this without our staff.
First, let me commend and thank my
staff person Jamila Thompson for her
leadership and for her commitment to
not only this issue and this bill, but for
so many of the efforts that she mounts.
She has roots in the Bahamas, and she
understands the importance of recognizing Caribbean Americans and their
proper role and proper recognition in
our country.
Also, we had many staff members,
Ted Brennan, Jack Scharfen, Paul
Oostburg, Dan Getz, and Mark Walker.
They all worked in a bipartisan way to
make this a reality and really to realize this dream for many, many people.
The Government Reform Committee,
Chairman TOM DAVIS, and our Ranking
Member HENRY WAXMAN. They applauded the passage of this resolution
last year and were instrumental in its
passage.
And, of course, in the final weeks before the proclamation was issued by
the White House, a coalition was
formed that was very instrumental in
urging the White House to officially
declare June National CaribbeanAmerican Heritage Month. This coalition included Senator Mel Martinez
from Florida, Ambassador Tom Shannon, State Department’s Assistant Secretary for the Western Hemisphere, and
Brian Nichols of his staff.
And the Caribbean American community was very active around this effort.
It could not have been done without
them. From Glenn Joseph and John
Felix in Florida; to Jean Alexander and
Horace Morancie, Anthony Carter, and
so many others in New York; to
Shorron Levy in California, this became, quite frankly, an international
grass-roots effort. It was really an exercise in democracy. So I am pleased
that on June 5, the President responded by officially declaring June
National Caribbean American Heritage
Month.
And let me also say that we know the
Caribbean is as racially diverse and
ethnically and religiously diverse as
the United States. We have some phenomenal spokespersons who are traveling throughout the country, like
Sheryl Lee Ralph and basketball legend Rick Fox. Sheryl Lee Ralph is a
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woman of Caribbean descent from Jamaica actually, and is a great actress
as well. Her voice on HIV and AIDS, as
well as promoting and spreading the
word about Caribbean American Heritage Month, will be very valuable in
terms of making sure that our entire
country knows about the phenomenal
contributions of Caribbean Americans.
On a very personal level, my relationship with persons of Caribbean descent began with the late great former
member of this body, the first African
American woman elected to Congress,
Congresswoman Shirley Chisholm. I
worked as a volunteer in her historic
1972 Presidential campaign. As a
woman of Barbadian and Guyanese descent, Congresswoman Chisholm never
forgot her roots and connections to the
Caribbean. Her work, whether it was
fighting for equal access to education
in the United States Congress or Haitian refugees in detention camps, her
commitment always stemmed from her
faith and her strong Caribbean values.
When the United States-Caribbean
relations began to deteriorate over the
war in Iraq, the coups in Haiti, and the
Cuban embargo, I knew that we needed
to go back and really recognize our
deep and strong relations with the Caribbean. So we need to send a message
of goodwill to the Caribbean American
community. So soon we will be introducing the Shirley Chisholm Caribbean
Educational Exchange Act of 2006 to
provide existing and expanded educational exchanges between our country and the Caribbean.
WHO SUPPORTS THE CARIBBEAN-AMERICAN
HERITAGE MONTH EFFORT?
The Secretary of State Condoleezza Rice
and CARICOM Foreign Ministers included
the following statement in their joint press
release issued at the conclusion of the USCARICOM Ministerial Meeting held in The
Bahamas in March 2006:
‘‘The Ministers and the Secretary of State
welcomed the recent resolution of the U.S.
Congress to commemorate Caribbean American Heritage Month in June. The resolution
is a recognition of the deep and lasting
human ties that bind the United States and
the Caribbean.’’
This bi-partisan effort to create a National
Caribbean-American Heritage Month is supported by Ambassador Albert Ramdin, Assistant Secretary General of the Organization of American States, the Caucus of
CARICOM Ambassadors in Washington, DC
and the following organizations:
The Institute for Caribbean Studies, DC;
Caribbean-Central American Action, DC;
Caribbean American Chamber of Commerce
of Florida, Inc.; The West Indian American
Day Carnival Association, NY; CaribbeanAmerican Cultural Association, Inc. of North
America (CACANA), FL; Caribbean-American Center of New York; Conference of
Heads of Caribbean Organizations of Central
Florida; TnT International, Inc.; The Caribbean American Chamber of Commerce and
Industry—Greater Washington Area Network; South Florida Caribbean Diaspora
Task Force; Trinidad & Tobago Working
Women’s Committee, DC; Caribbean Association of World Bank Group and IMF Staff, DC;
Caribbean American Chamber Commerce and
Industry, Inc. (CACCI), NY; Global Exchange, CA; Caribbean Peoples International
Collective, NY (CPIC); The St. Lucia Nation-
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als Association; Dominica Academy of Arts
& Sciences, DC; Metro Atlanta Caribbean
Cultural Arts Centre, Inc. (MACCA); The
Washington Office on Latin America
(WOLA); The Caribbean Voice, NY; Northern
California Caribbean American Heritage
Month Committee; Central Florida’s Caribbean Sun Newspaper; The Guyanese Society
of St. Louis; The Caribbean Club in Mount
Vernon, NY; Caribbean Professional Networking Series, DC; Caribbean World Arts &
Culture, Inc.; St. Kitts and Nevis Association
of Metropolitan Washington; The West Indian Social Club of Hartford, Inc.; The InterAmerican Economic Council; Sunrise Symphony
Steelpan
Corporation;
Barbados
Assoc. of Central Florida; Jamaican American
Association
of
Central
Florida;
Grenadian-American Educational and Cultural Organization of Central Florida, Inc.;
Caribbean and Floridian Association, Inc.
(CAFA); Guyanese American Cultural Association of Central Florida; Orlando Carnival
Association, Inc.; Alliance of Guyanese Expatriates of Central Florida; Caribbean Students’ Association at the University of Central Florida; Jamaican/American Partners in
Education, GA; Central Florida Cricket
League; Caribbean Bar Association (Central
Florida Chapter); Antigua and Barbuda Association of Central Florida; Association of
Asian Cultural Festivals, Inc.; Caribbean
Community Connection of Orlando, Inc.;
Trinidad & Tobago Association of Central
Florida; Suriname American Network; Haitian American Support Group of Central
Florida, Inc.; Caribbean-Guyana Institute for
Democracy; The Indo-Caribbean Council, NY;
The Haitian American Historical Society,
FL; Caribbean American Intercultural Organization; Sistas-With Style, CA; Dominican
American National Roundtable, DC; West Indian Social Club of Hartford, Inc.; Caribbean
American
Society
of
Hartford;
The
Ballentine Group; Jamaica Progressive
League; St. Lucian American Society of
Hartford. Mico Alumni Association Inc.;
Guyanese American Cultural Association;
Connecticut Haitian American Organization,
Inc.; Barbados American Society of Hartford;
Sportsmen Athletic Club & Cricket Hall of
Fame; Cultural Dance Troupe of the West Indies; Trinidad and Tobago Steel Symphony;
Jamaica Ex-Policeman Association of Connecticut; West Indian American Newspaper;
Center for Urban & Caribbean Research;
CAYASCO, Inc.; Martin Luther King Jr. Soccer League; Morancie Family Reunion, Inc.,
NY; Tropical Paradise Restaurant and Juice
Bar, NY; Jamaica Nationals Association, DC;
Medgar Evers College, NY; Carriacou Charitable Health Services, Inc., NY; The Caribbean World News Network, NY; The Shirley
Chisholm Cultural Institute for Children,
Inc., DC; Caribbean Research Center, NY;
Montserrat Progressive Society of NY, Inc.;
The Georgia Caribbean-American Heritage
Month Planning Committee, GA; Ainsley
Gill & Associates LLC, DC; SOCA Warriors
United, NY; The Black Diaspora, NY; Sunrise Symphony Steelpan Orchestra, Inc., NY;
Gloria’s In & Out Restaurant, NY; Virgin Islands Association, DC; CCB International,
Inc., NJ; TATUCA, NY; Callaloo Magazine,
NY; Department of African American Studies, Ohio University; Hannah’s Place International, NY; Guyana Folk Festival, DC;
Caribbean Sunshine Awards, NJ; Trinidad
and Tobago Business Association, Inc., NY;
RAJHUMARI Center for Indo-Caribbean Arts
& Culture, NY; Mauby Media Services, NY;
Merrymakers Cultural Association, NY; Caribbean People’s Association, NJ; Trin-American Social & Cultural Association, DC;
Trinidadian and Tobagonians Inc., NY;
Gasparillo Group, NY; Trinidad and Tobago
Association of Washington, MA; Caribbean
Journal, NY; St. Anthony’s Spiritual Baptist
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Church, PA; Friends of the Caribbean, Inc.,
DC; The International Consortium of Caribbean Professionals (ICCP); Tropicalfete.com,
NY; St. Louis-Georgetown Sisters Cities
Committee, MO; Virgin Islands Association
of the District of Columbia (VIA); Patterson
Dental Clinic, NJ; Barbados American Society of Hartford, Inc.; TransAfrica Forum,
DC; Caribbean-African-American Hotline,
Ads, News, Gospel & Global Events
(411XCHANGE), NY; Belizean Information &
Services International, NY; St. Vincent and
the Grenadines Nationals Association of
Washington, DC; eCaroh Caribbean Emporium, MA; Caribbean American Weekly
(CAW), NY; Council of St. Vincent and the
Grenadines Organizations U.S.A., Inc., NY;
St. Vincent Benevolent Association; Bequia
United
Progressive
Organization,
Inc.;
Chateaubelair Development Organization;
Club St. Vincent, Inc.; Canouan United Social Organization, Inc.; Friends of the St.
Vincent Grammar School; Girls High School
Alumnae; Hairoun Sports Club; St. Vincent
and the Grenadines Humanitarian Organization; Mas Productions Unlimited; Striders
Social and Cultural Organization; St. Vincent and the Grenadines Ex-Police Association; St. Vincent and the Grenadines ExTeachers Association; St. Vincent and the
Grenadines Nurses Association; United
Vincie Cultural Group of Brooklyn; Concerned Americans for Racial Equality, NY;
Benevolent Missions of Atlanta, Inc. (BMA);
Barbados Association of Greater Houston;
Bahamian Junkanoo Association of Metropolitan DC.
H. CON. RES. 71 COSPONSORS (81) DURING THE
109TH CONGRESS

Reps. Becerra, Berkley, Berman, S. Bishop,
C. Brown, S. Brown, Bordallo, Burton*,
Butterfield, Capuano, Carson, Christensen,
W.L. Clay, Clyburn, Conyers, Crowley,
Cummings, D. Davis, J. Davis, Delahunt,
Engel, Faleomavaega, Farr, Fattah, Feeney,
Ford, Fortũno. B. Frank, A. Green, Grijalva,
Gutierrez, A. Hastings, Honda, Jackson-Lee,
Jefferson, E. B. Johnson, Tubbs Jones, Kaptur, Kilpatrick, Kucinich, Kuhl, Lantos,
Lewis,
Lofgren,
Maloney,
McCarthy,
McDermott, McGovern, McKinney, McCollum, Meek, Meeks, Menendez, MillenderMcDonald, G. Moore, Nadler, Napolitano,
Norton, Owens, Pallone, Payne, Rangel,
Rush,
T.
Ryan,
Serrano,
D.
Scott,
Schakowsky, Shimkus, Slaughter, Solis, B.
Thompson, Towns, Van Hollen, Velázquez,
Waters, Watt, Weiner, Wexler, Woolsey,
Wynn
H. RES. 570 CO-SPONSORS DURING THE 108TH
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CONGRESS (65)

Reps. Payne, Ney, Christensen, Ballenger,
Owens, Rangel, Serrano, Hastings (FL),
Tubbs Jones, McDermott, Meek (FL), Clyburn, Capuano, Watt, Lewis, A. Davis, B.
Scott, S. Bishop, B. Thompson, Norton,
Eddie Bernice Johnson, Waters, Cummings,
Kilpatrick, Rush, Lofgren, Towns, Grijalva,
D. Scott, Majette, Weiner, Meeks (NY),
Acevedo-Vilá, Conyers, Kucinich, Wynn,
Jackson-Lee, Sweeney, Berman, Delahunt,
Woolsey, Feeney, Shimkus, Van Hollen, Engel,
Deutsch, Watson, Ballance, Menendez, Berkley,
Jefferson,
Ruppersberger,
Lantos,
Maloney, Israel, Maloney, Gonzalez, Lacy
Clay, Wexler, Ros-Lehtinen, Ford, Jackson,
Millender-McDonald, C. Brown, D. Moore.
*Republicans are italicized.
HERITAGE
MONTH,
CARIBBEAN-AMERICAN
2006—BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED
STATES OF AMERICA—A PROCLAMATION
During
Caribbean-American
Heritage
Month, we celebrate the great contributions
of Caribbean Americans to the fabric of our
Nation, and we pay tribute to the common
culture and bonds of friendship that unite
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the United States and the Caribbean countries.
Our Nation has thrived as a country of immigrants, and we are more vibrant and hopeful because of the talent, faith, and values of
Caribbean Americans. For centuries, Caribbean Americans have enriched our society
and added to the strength of America. They
have been leaders in government, sports, entertainment, the arts, and many other fields.
During the month of June, we also honor
the friendship between the United States and
the Caribbean countries. We are united by
our common values and shared history, and
I join all Americans in celebrating the rich
Caribbean heritage and the many ways in
which Caribbean Americans have helped
shape this Nation.
Now, Therefore, I, George W. Bush, President of the United States of America, by virtue of the authority vested in me by the Constitution and laws of the United States, do
hereby proclaim June 2006 as CaribbeanAmerican Heritage Month. I encourage all
Americans to learn more about the history
of Caribbean Americans and their contributions to our Nation.
In Witness Whereof, I have hereunto set
my hand this fifth day of June, in the year
of our Lord two thousand six, and of the
Independence of the United States of America the two hundred and thirtieth.
GEORGE W. BUSH.
f

The SPEAKER pro tempore (Mr.
POE). Under a previous order of the
House, the gentleman from Texas (Mr.
PAUL) is recognized for 5 minutes.
(Mr. PAUL addressed the House. His
remarks will appear hereafter in the
Extensions of Remarks.)
f

The SPEAKER pro tempore. Under a
previous order of the House, the gentleman from California (Mr. GEORGE
MILLER) is recognized for 5 minutes.
(Mr. GEORGE MILLER of California
addressed the House. His remarks will
appear hereafter in the Extensions of
Remarks.)

Throughout his 20 years of activism,
Bruce has used his education and influence to promote positive change and
garner needed funds for the whole community. He has emphasized the importance of all people being involved in
their neighborhoods and communities.
The Bruce M. Abrams Lending Library at the center is a direct result of
what I call progressive philanthropy.
Bruce not only helped to start this
community resource, he ensured that
the library would have a group of supporters who would be able to keep it
going throughout the years. Today the
library houses more than 2,000 volumes.
His resume of volunteer service includes a long list of current and past
board memberships, including the San
Diego Democratic Club, San Diego
Foundation for Change, Equality California, and the National Gay and Lesbian Task Force. Since last year, Bruce
has served as a city commissioner on
San Diego’s Human Relations Commission.
No novice to the political arena,
Bruce first cut his teeth working on
the gubernatorial campaign of Mayor
Tom Bradley. Frequently, Bruce holds
political receptions, charity benefits
and galas at his beautifully decorated
home. As I personally know, these
events are not mere fund-raisers, but
elegant gatherings which bring people
together for real communication. Everybody loves the evenings at Bruce
Abrams’ home.
When not raising the moral consciousness of the world, Bruce works as
a probate and planning attorney. He
has a B.A. from the University of Oregon and a J.D. from the Thomas Jefferson School of Law. He truly is the
‘‘attorney for the community.’’ Bruce,
we love you.

f

f

b 1600
HONORING BRUCE MICHAEL
ABRAMS
Mr. FILNER. Mr. Speaker, I ask
unanimous consent to claim the time
of the gentleman from California.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Without
objection, the gentleman from California is recognized for 5 minutes.
There was no objection.
Mr. FILNER. Mr. Speaker, today I
rise to acknowledge a great friend of
mine, but more importantly, a great
friend of the San Diego community,
Bruce Michael Abrams. On Sunday,
June 25, Bruce is being honored at the
ninth GLBT Community Tribute Banquet. Upon learning of this award,
Bruce stated that receiving the community tribute this year is humbling
and a wonderful honor, and at the banquet Bruce will urge people to get engaged and give back to the community.
No stranger to being honored, Bruce
Abrams has received numerous awards
in the past, such as the Douglas Scott
Political Action Award and the Liberty
Award presented by the Lambda Legal
Defense Fund.
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AMERICAN PEOPLE DESERVE
FULL ACCOUNTING
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Under a
previous order of the House, the gentlewoman from Georgia (Ms. MCKINNEY) is
recognized for 5 minutes.
Ms. MCKINNEY. Mr. Speaker, I know
from time to time all of us have to balance our bank books. Now if the discrepancy is $9, we might ignore it figuring we made a small error.
If it were $90, most of us would recalculate and discover the error and call
the bank.
If the statement is off $900, we will
probably be down at the bank visiting
the manager.
If our account is missing $9,000, we
would be on the phone to our lawyer.
At $90,000, it would probably mean
that we were working at Enron.
If $900,000 were missing from an account, there would probably be a call
to the accountant, the IRS and our
creditors. Or else we might be a CEO
working at a large corporation who
lost their bonus.
When $9 million shows up missing,
usually that means contract overruns
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